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Introduction:  Free-piston Stirling convertors are 

closed-cycle heat engines which approximate the rege-

nerative Stirling thermodynamic cycle and use a linear 

alternator to convert piston motion to electric power.  

These convertors are typically run in a dual-opposed 

configuration with a pressure boundary separating the 

expansion spaces (Figure 1).   These designs can be 

made simpler, lighter, and more compact by eliminat-

ing the pressure boundary between the two convertors 

and combining their expansion spaces (Figure 2).   

 
Figure 1.  Uncoupled Configuration 

 
Figure 2. Thermodynamically Coupled Configuration 

   

In 2007, two 1-kW Stirling convertors were pro-

cured from Sunpower Inc., and underwent baseline 

performance map testing, in an uncoupled configura-

tion at the Glenn Research Center (GRC).  These con-

vertors were then modified to accommodate a liquid 

metal heat exchanger and tested in a pumped sodium 

potassium (NaK) loop at the Marshall Space Flight 

Center (MSFC)[1].  The convertors were then sent 

back to Sunpower Inc. where the NaK heat exchangers 

were removed and the convertors were assembled into 

a thermodynamically coupled configuration.  The 

thermodynamically coupled pair was then tested at 

GRC in 2010 to study the effect on performance.  The 

steady-state performance of the convertors was very 

similar to what was seen in baseline testing, while run-

ning in the uncoupled configuration.  This study 

showed that the steady-state performance of thermody-

namically coupled convertors did not change from the 

performance of the same convertors operating in an 

uncoupled configuration[2]. 

Although the thermodynamically coupled conver-

tors did not show any change in the steady-state per-

formance, there was a change in the dynamic behavior 

of the convertors.  Figure 3 shows a comparison of 

baseline data in an uncoupled configuration with data 

taken in a thermodynamically coupled configuration at 

similar operating conditions. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of dynamics for the thermody-

namically coupled convertors compared to baseline 

data in an uncoupled configuration. 

 

Figure 3 shows that the power produced by one 

convertor slowly increases while the power on the oth-

er slowly decreases, until both abruptly return to their 

original power, and the process repeats.  This behavior 

was not seen during baseline testing.  

Although the oscillations were small (~0.5% of the 

output power), there was concern that they could be-

come larger or lead to instabilities on the larger conver-

tors that are being built as part of the Fission Power 

System (FPS) Technology Demonstration Unit (TDU) 

[3].  This paper summarizes a study that was conducted 

to determine the cause of the oscillations and how to 

reduce or eliminate them on the TDU PCU.  

Results: 

Piston-Piston Phase Angle.  

The phase angle between both power pistons was 

measured using a high precision phase meter.  Figure 4 

shows convertor power and piston-piston phase during 

steady-state operation. 
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Figure 4. Time trace of convertor power and piston-

piston phase angle. 

 

The piston-piston phase slowly rises to approx-

imately 0.4 degrees and is then abruptly returned to its 

original value of 0.1 degrees.  This indicated that there 

was a lack of synchronization between the two AC 

buses (one for each convertor) that control the piston 

motion.   

On thermodynamically coupled convertors, chang-

ing the piston-piston phase redistributes gas inventory 

between convertors such that one convertor produces 

less than nominal power while the other produces 

more.   Piston-piston phase differences do not redistri-

bute gas inventory while operating in an uncoupled 

configuration, which explains why power oscillations 

were not seen during baseline testing.  

Analysis.  

A numerical model of the thermodynamically 

coupled P2A convertors was built using Matlab.  The 

thermodynamic portion of the model assumes isother-

mal expansion and contraction.  This thermodynamic 

model is simpler than those used in commercial pack-

ages, but it gives a rough approximation of the thermo-

dynamics and piston dynamics and can be easily 

coupled with an electrical model of the alternator and 

power electronics, to determine the expected dynamic 

response of the convertor.   

Typically, two AC buses are used for piston con-

trol, one for each convertor.  The voltage waveform 

from one AC bus was synchronized with the second 

AC bus, so that both convertors operated at the same 

frequency and at a zero phase angle.  However, there is 

a finite resolution in the phase measurement made by 

the AC bus.  Phase differences on the order of those 

measured using the high precision phase meter would 

go undetected by the AC bus.  In the analytic model, 

the phase difference between the two AC buses was 

allowed to drift until the phase angle reached 0.3 de-

grees and then was corrected.  Figure 5 shows the pre-

dicted dynamic response of the convertors. 
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Figure 5. Predicted power oscillation based on a 0.3 

degree drift in ac bus voltage phase. 

 

The model predicts that imperfect synchronization 

of the AC buses could cause power oscillations and 

piston-piston phase drift similar to those measured on 

the operating convertor.  This suggested that better 

synchronization of the two controllers could reduce or 

eliminate the power oscillations.  

Single AC Bus Operation.  

To verify this conclusion both convertors were con-

trolled using a single AC bus, eliminating any imper-

fections in synchronization.  While operating in this 

mode no power oscillations were seen. This shows that 

using a single waveform to control both pistons elimi-

nates power oscillations.  Since, the current FPS TDU 

controller design uses a single waveform to control 

both convertors, the power oscillations are not ex-

pected to be present on the larger convertors. 

Conclusions: 

A pair of kilowatt-class Stirling convertors were 

operated in a thermodynamically coupled configura-

tion.  Imperfect synchronization between the two AC 

buses used to control the convertors resulted in power 

oscillations of around 0.5% of the output power.  It is 

not clear whether the drift in the phase of the AC bus 

voltages is an inherent limitation of the AC bus, or if 

the drift is in some way caused by the thermodynamic 

coupling.  Whatever the root cause, the power oscilla-

tions were eliminated when both convertors used a 

single timing mechanism for piston control.  Conver-

tors being built for the FPS TDU control both pistons 

using the same timing mechanism, so power oscilla-

tions are not anticipated. 
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